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General comments
“A suitable resource description will be devised, building on the descriptions
currently in use by the projects and standards such as Dublin Core, IMS, and the
IEEE Learning Object Model [9] and the RDN interoperability framework.”
FAILTE project proposal.
Probably makes sense only to use IMS for web-based resources.
We should only export data that we would make available in the searchable database, so need
to check status of record and data protection status of personal information before exporting
anything.
Currently refers to v1.1 of the IMS MIM, which (with a few minor changes) is equivalent to IEEE
LOM v3.5.

1. FAILTE to IMS
Record ID
Can be exported as IMS 1.3: catalogue entry:
IMS 1.3.1: general.catalogue= FAILTE
IMS 1.3.2: general.entry
= record id
Since we don’t distinguish between the ID assigned to a resource by FAILTE and the ID of the
FAILTE record, this can also be exported as the metadata.catalogentry.

Title
IMS1.2: general.title is of type LangString, which means that we have to record the language of
the title. We will be OK so long as the titles are in English!

Alternative Title
No IMS equivalent. Which is a shame, we can work it into IMS 1.5: description, along the lines
of “Also known as Alternative Title” appended to the end of the FAILTE Description, but we
should beware that this doesn’t create over-long descriptions.

Subject classification
Can be recorded as IMS 9: Classification
IMS 9.1: classification.purpose
= Discipline
IMS 9.2.1: classificaiton.taxonpath.source = www.eevl.ac.uk
IMS 9.2.2.2: classificaiton.taxonpath.taxon.entry = subject classification path
If anyone takes advantage of the possibility of using DDC classification instead of EEVL subject
headings then they will need to separate the code and the entry since these are recorded
separately in IMS.

Main URL
If the resource is web-based can use the first occurrence of IMS 4.3: technical.location.
If the resource is not web-based, could use relation. For IMS this would be 7.1 relation.kind =
IsReferencedBy; we can’t use IMS:7.2.1 relation.resuource.identifier since this requires us to
find an IMS unique ID for the web page
but we could use IMS 7.2.2
relation.resuource.description to say something along the lines of “URL for further info on this
CD-ROM is main url”. However, for the time being we shall export only web-based resources
so that we avoid this problem.

Secondary URLs
If the resource is web based up to seven of these can be recorded in IMS 4.3:
technical.location. The additional information about the nature of the secondary URL (that it is
a mirror site etc) should not be recorded.

Description
This can be recorded as IMS 1.5: general.description, although there may be some differences,
for example, a FAILTE recorded may include information in the description that should properly
belong in one of the IMS elements that we have not adopted.
HTML tags should be removed from the description (since the IMS description element in XML
is, ultimately, of type PCDATA). In the case of hyperlink anchors the href can be transferred to
a parenthesis after the link work, e.g. ‘<a href="http://failte.ac.uk">engineering courseware

database</a>’ can become 'engineering courseware database (http://failte.ac.uk)'. Other tags
can be replaced by carriage returns or spaces as appropriate.

Rights: Cost of the resource
If this is known, then can set IMS 6.1: rights.cost (yes/no) and further details can be given in
IMS 6.3: rights.description but suitably phrased (e.g. “Estimated minimum cost for providing
resource to a class of 30 is approx. xx-yy GBP per student”).

Rights: Conditions of use
Can be listed in IMS 6.3: rights.description

Awards
Cannot be encoded in IMS

Language
Same as IMS 1.4: general.language

Reference
This should be exported as IMS 7:relation, with IMS 7.1 relation.kind=IsReferencedBy however
we cannot use IMS 7.2.1 relation.resource.identifier since to do so requires that we know the
IMS ID of the related resources which at present are not defined. We use the IMS 7.2.2
relation.resource.description part of the relation to store the URL/Title of the reference.

Version
Same as IMS 2.1: lifecycle.version

Date of publication
Can be encoded as IMS 2.3.3 lifecycle.contribute.date where IMS 2.3.1 lifecycle.contribute.role
= publisher..

Date modified
Can be encoded as IMS 2.3.3 lifecycle.contribute.date where IMS 2.3.1 lifecycle.contribute.role
= author. If there is more than one author then the data should be associated with the one
which came from the FAILTE creator.

The medium of the resource
Our current use of IMS 4.3: technical.location ≡ URL assumes that the resource is web-based.
May in the future export non-web based resource records in IMS, but only is someone asks us
to.

Technical Requirements
IMS 4.4: technical.requirements is far more detailed and structured than we felt was necessary
for FAILTE, as a result the FAILTE tech req’s element is not IMS compatible.

Relationship between resources
This should be exported as IMS 7: relation, with the title, URL and catalogue entries of the
related resource stored in IMS: 7.2.2 relation.resource.description (cannot use 7.2.1 since
doing so requires that we know the IMS ID of the related resources.

Country of Origin
No IMS equivalent.

Catalogue
This is IMS 1.3: general.catalogentry with IMS 1.3.1: catalogue = catalogue scheme and IMS
1.3.2: entry = catalogue entry. IMS has a min-max value of 8, FAILTE allows an unlimited
number of occurrences, but it is highly unlikely we shall ever have more than eight.

Contacts
We must not export contact details unless we have Data Protection clearance to do so (DP =
granted)
If role= publisher, then the contact can be regarded as IMS 2.3.2: lifecycle.contribute.entity
when IMS 2.3.1: lifecycle.contribute.role = publisher. Similarly role = creator / contributor
correspond to IMS 2.3.1: lifecycle.contribute.role = author
Type of contact The vCard format allows Individual and/or organisation contact details to be
interchanged, if there is no FN or N [personal name / full name] specified in the vCard then the
contact details are those for the ORG[anisation] given.

Resource type
Corresponds to IMS 5.2: educational.learning resource type, we haven’t use the best practice
list for the types, but in this case I think that we are justified in exploiting the fact that it is an
open vocabulary, since we think that our list is as good as the best practice list.

Educational description
Same as IMS 5.8: Educational.Description with the proviso that we might occasionally include
info on some of the IMS elements that we haven’t adopted in here, which isn’t really what the
IMS description elements are for.

Educational level
Complicated. The is best exported as IMS 9.2.2.2 classification.taxonpath.taxon.entry where
IMS
9.1:
classification.purpose
=
“Educational
Level”
and
IMS
9.2.1:
classification.taxonpath.source = FAILTE. We can use the value of Educational Level to set
some of the other IMS elements:
•

IMS 5.2 eduational.learning context [ELC] can be set to “Higher Education” for all FAILTE
resources

•

ELC can be set to University First Cycle where level = foundation or introductory

•

ELC can be set to University Second Cycle where level = intermediate or advanced

•

ELC can be set to University Postgraduate where level = advanced

[you can have up to eight Learning Contexts in IMS]

Time to use the resource
This is equivalent to IMS 5.9 Educational.typical learning time, which is of type IMS:DateType,
i.e. comprises two parts: 1) datetime in ISO8601 format, and 2) description which is a text string
and is the part that we would use for the FAILTE data. We would have to translate the codes
used when exporting them.

Interactivity type
This has elements of IMS Interactivity level as well as IMS Interactivity type.

If Interactivity type = Highly Interactive, then IMS 5.1: educational.interactivity type = Active and
IMS 5.3:educational.interactivity level = 3
If Interactivity type = Interactive, then IMS 5.1:educational.interactivity type = Active and IMS
5.3:educational.interactivity level = 1
If Interactivity type = Expositive, then IMS 5.1:educational.interactivity type = Expositive and
IMS 5.3:educational.interactivity level = 0
If Interactivity type = Unknown, the do not export this field.
The choice of 0,1,3 is somewhat arbitrary, but any “subjective” assessment to a five point scale
(as recommended by IMS) will have similar problems. 0,1 and 3 represent “pessimistic”
choices, in that a Highly interactive resource may justify a rating of 4, but we felt it better not to
lead end users to over-expect.

Intended end user role
Same a IMS 5.1: educational.intended end user role if we substitute Teacher for Tutor when
exporting (the difference is merely one of HE usage).

Tutor support documentation
No IMS equivalent, but this is a candidate for inclusion in IMS 8: Annotation.

Record contributors
For simplicity we currently regard FAILTE as the creator of all records.
We could use IMS 3.3: Metametadata.Contribute with IMS 3.3.1 Metametadata.Contribute.Role
= creator and IMS 3.3.2 Metametadata.Contribute.entity = a vCard generated from the code of
the first contributor. This vCard should include reference to the FAILTE project and the
institution that where the contributor works. IMS recommends that there is only one creator,
and doesn’t suggest any alternative role suitable for subsequent contributors, but then, I don’t
think we need get too worried about listing everyone who contributed to a record.

Record validator
This not currently exported
We could use IMS 3.3: Metametadata.Contribute with IMS 3.3.1 Metametadata.Contribute.Role
= validator and IMS 3.3.2 Metametadata.Contribute.entity = a vCard generated from the code
of the contributor. This vCard should include reference to the FAILTE project and the institution
that where the contributor works.

Date record entered
Use IMS 3.3.3: Metametadata.Contribute.date of the element which has IMS 3.3.1 (role) =
creator.

Date to be reviewed
No IMS equivalent, no need to export—whoever receives the records should have their own
policy on reviewing.

Date last reviewed
No IMS equivalent, no need to export unless we want to “sell” records on the basis of them
being up to date.

Date last modified
This not currently exported.

There is no direct IMS equivalent, which relates to comment about no IMS role suitable for
contributors other than creator. There is an argument that modification creates a new record so
that this element should supersede “Date record entered” in IMS 3.3.3. but we don’t record who
made lat modification so we couldn’t up date IMS 3.3.2. No need to export unless we want to
show how up to date records are.

Language of metadata
IMS 3.5 metametadata.language.

Decision
Do not export if decision is not “Active”.

Comments
Do not export—these comments may be private to the project team.

2. IMS to FAILTE
1 General
1.1 Identifier : reserved, do not use.
1.2 Title : use FAILTE the Title element
1.3 Catalogentry For the first occurrence we use FAILTE cataloguing of the resource,
so:
1.3.1 Catalogue : is “FAILTE”
1.3.2 Entry : is the FAILTE Record ID.
Any occurrences of the FAILTE Catalogue element pairings of scheme and entry can
be exported as subsequent “Catalogentry”s:
1.3.1 Catalogue : is FAILTE’s catalogue scheme
1.3.2 Entry : is the FAILTE’s catalogue entry.
1.4 Language : use the FAILTE Language element.
1.5 Description : this is the same as the FAILTE Description element, with the minor
point that a FAILTE description may include some information which would properly
belong in one of the IMS elements that FAILTE chose not to adopt.
1.6 Keywords : we have not used keywords in FAILTE.
1.7 Coverage : this is a concept that does not have obvious relevance to Engineering
courseware. While a few resources might refer to a particular periods or locations
(e.g. a tutorial based on the Tay bridge disaster) it is unlikely that engineering
academics would ever seek find resources with a specific coverage.
1.8 Structure : it was felt that it would the difficulty of assessing this was not merited
by the benefit gained by the end user. While some end users may have a preference
for some type of structure we felt that this preference would be best exercised when
they had selected a set of resources by other criteria (such as subject, educational
level, cost ...) and could review these resources in depth to assess whether more
subtle criteria like the approach taken, written style and accuracy of the material were
met.
1.9 Aggregation Level : there is no equivalent in FAILTE. We felt that this would not
tell the lecturer anything that “time to use the resource” did not imply.
2 Lifecycle
2.1 Version : this is the same as the FAILTE Version element.
2.2 Status : it was decided that this would not be a separate element in FAILTE
2.3 Contribute
2.3.1 Role : the role given in the FAILTE Contacts element can be used for
some of these (Author and Publisher correspond to FAILTE Creator or
Contributor and Publisher) the others (Initiator, Terminator, Validator, Editor,
Graphical designer...) were considered to be of little interest to engineering
academics even if it were possible to identify them.
2.3.2 Entity : Most of the contact details needed for the vCard here are
available in the FAILTE Contacts element.
2.3.3 Date : the FAILTE Date-publication can be used here when 2.3.1 role is
publisher; FAILTE Date-modified can be used when the role is Author.

3 Metametadata
3.1 Identifier : Reserved, not used.
3.2 Catalogentry : since we do not distinguish between the FAILTE ID of the resource
and the FAILTE ID of the description of that resource in the database we can use the
FAILTE ID here:
3.2.1 Catalogue : “FAILTE”
3.2.2 Entry : Record ID
3.3 Contribute : for the time being we are not exporting all of the information on who
contributed to each record, for simplicity we are attributing all records to the FAILTE
Project and giving the URL for further details:
3.3.1 Role : “creator”
3.3.2 Entity : ORG:FAILTE Project URL:http://failte.ac.uk/
3.3.3 Date : we are currently using the FAILTE’s Date Entered element. Date
last modified is another contender for use here, and would be especially
appropriate if we were selling records and wanted to show that they were up
to date.
We are not currently exporting information on record validation (which is the other Role
for matadata contributors), the information is available in the FAILTE Record Validator
and Date last reviewed elements if we chose to share this.
3.4 Metadatascheme : “IEEELOM:1.0” since this is what is in all the example files on
the IMS site. It probably should be something else to reflect the fact that it is IMS
1.1/LOM3.5, but I can’t find an example to show how this is declared.
3.5 Language : use the FAILTE Language of metadata element.
4 Technical
4.1 Format : it was felt that the use of MIME types to describe the format, where
anything other than single file resources are described as multipart/mixed, would mean
that most resources in FAILTE would not be described in a way that was helpful to our
end users.
4.2 Size : this was decided to be too difficult to find and of too little use to merit
inclusion in FAILTE
4.3 Location : the FAILTE URL element can be used here for web-based resources.
Other resources are not currently included in IMS exports.
4.4 Requirements : FAILTE lists requirements in a less structured way than is
required by IMS. This allows the cataloguer to use their judgement as to what is worth
including in the resource descriptions.
4.5 Installation Remarks : No equivalent in FAILTE resource descriptions: we felt that
the end users would be better to get this information from the suppliers of the software
or from the FAILTE / EASEIT-Eng reviews and evaluation.
4.6 Other Platform Requirements : See note for 4.4.
4.7 Duration : We felt it unlikely that our end users would be interested in this and the
typical learning time, and also that this element was less suited to the majority of
resource described in FAILTE that cannot be “played at their intended speed”
5 Educational
5.1 Interactivity type : we found the division of interactivity type and interactivity level
to be too confusing and reliant on a distinction that we felt our end users would not
make. For this reason FAILTE’s Interactivity type is different to that of IMS. However,

a resource that FAILTE describes as “Expositive” can be described in IMS as
Expositive and one that FAILTE describes as “Interactive” or “Highly Interactive” can
be described in IMS as “Interactive”.
5.2 Learning Resource type : the FAILTE Learning resource type uses a vocabulary
which we think will be more suited to the resources we describe than the IMS best
practice set which gives a stronger emphasis to smaller resources (for example we
would probably not include a single table, figure or graph) than we felt was suited to
our needs. Also we felt that some of the distinctions drawn in IMS, e.g. between
“Figure” and “Diagram”, would not interest our users. However, since this element
uses an open vocabulary, with the IMS set described as best practice, we decided to
export the FAILTE Learning Resource Type here.
5.3 Interactivity level : See note for Interactivity type above. The implied
correspondence between the FAILTE Interactivity types and the IMS Interactivity level
is: Expositive ⇒ 0, Interactive ⇒ 1 and Highly Interactive ⇒ 3.
5.4 Semantic Density : we felt that it would take cataloguers too long and require
specialized knowledge for them to make a judgement of semantic denisity.
5.5 Intended end user role : the FAILTE Intended end user role is identicle to this if
we replace “Tutor” with “Teacher”.
5.6 Learning Context : Due to the brief of the FAILTE projects all the resources we
describe are suitable for use in “Higher Education”. Furthermore, the FAILTE
Educational Level element can be used to add to this: if a resource is described in
FAILTE as “foundation” or “Introductory” then we can assume it is suitable to
“University first cycle”; “intermediate” materials can be assumed to be for “University
second cycle”; and “advanced” materials can be taken as suitable for “University
postgrade”.
5.7 Typical age range : we could use “adult” here but chose not to make any
assumption about how old a university student would be.
5.8 Difficulty : since there is no way to link the difficulty to the classification of
educational level, IMS offers no way round the problem of something that is suitable as
a difficult resource for beginners being an easy resource for more advanced students.
5.9 Typical Learning time : The FAILTE estimate of the length of the resource in
terms of whether it will make part of a lesson, a whole lesson, several lessons or a
whole course is suitable for export in the Description part of the datetype datatype.
5.10 Description : this is the same as the FAILTE Description-educational, with the
minor point that a FAILTE description may include some information which would
properly belong in one of the IMS elements that FAILTE chose not to adopt.
5.11 Language : we have not drawn the distinction between the human language of
the resource and the language spoken by the intended users of the resource since we
felt that there would be few engineering resources which were written in one language
but specifically intended for users of another. However, in order now to pass on
misleading information should such a resource ever be found in FAILTE we chose not
to export anything here.
6 Rights
6.1 Cost : the FAILTE Rights: Cost of the resource contains more information than this
element requires, but is possible to reduce this to the yes/no required by IMS.
6.2 Copyright and other restrictions : in order to avoid giving false information here
(and because of the few resources that really are copyright free) we decided not to use
this element.
6.3 Description : the FAILTE Rights: Conditions of use can be used here.

7 Relation : the FAILTE Relationship between resources element is intended to be the same
as this, though in practice we currently only use the “IsPartOf” relationship.
7.1 Kind : the relationship from FAILTE provides this information
7.2 Resource
7.2.1 Identifier : since this refers to the reserved IMS identifier, which is not
yet available, we cannot use it.
7.2.2 Description : we currently use the FAILTE ID of the related resource
and the FAILTE URL to point to a description of the related resource.
Furthermore, we can export information on reviews of the learning material stored in FAILTE’s
Reference element by using the “IsReferencedBy” keyword:
7.1 Kind : “IsReferencedBy”
7.2 Resource
7.2.1 Identifier : since this refers to the reserved IMS identifier, which is not
yet available, we cannot use this.
7.2.2 Description : we currently export the FAILTE reference element here
8 Annotation : we currently do not export the comments put into the FAILTE metametadata
since they are intended primarily for communication within the project.
8.1 Person : not used
8.2 Date : not used
8.3 Description : not used
9 Classification : the FAILTE Subject classification and Educational Level elements can be
exported here. For the Subjects:
9.1 Purpose : “Discipline”
9.2 Taxonpath : we are treating the EEVL subject classification as sufficiently
important to be used without mapping to any other. If such a mapping is ever made it
would be possible to use that as an alternative Taxonpath.
9.2.1 Source : “www.eevl.ac.uk”
9.2.2 Taxon : where there a resource has been classified under more than
one heading this element is repeated.
9.2.2.1 id : not relevant to EEVL.
9.2.2.2 entry : the EEVL subject heading from the FAILTE Subject
classification element.
9.3 Description : not used, we felt that this could not be separated from the general
description without making cataloguing more difficult than it need be.
9.4 Keywords : not used, we felt this would make cataloguing too difficult.
For the FAILTE Educational Level element:
9.1 Purpose : “Educational Level”
9.2 Taxonpath : In the absence of anything better, we are using the FAILTE headings
for educational level with the prefix UKHE:
9.2.1 Source : “failte.ac.uk”
9.2.2 Taxon : where there a resource has been classified under more than
one heading this element is repeated.
9.2.2.1 id : not relevant to FAILTE.

9.2.2.2 entry : the FAILTE educational level heading with the prefix
“UKHE:”
9.3 Description : not used, we felt that this could not be separated from the
educational description without making cataloguing more difficult than it need be.
9.4 Keywords : not used, we felt this would make cataloguing too difficult.

3. Template for IMS Export
The following template is read by a Java program that interfaces to the FAILTE database and
outputs the contents of the fields in that database into the content of the tags in the template.
In order to specify which field is used where, first the table should is selected using a comment
in the template of the form 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW! and then the field is selected by a
reference to the field name prefixed with $, e.g. LQSXWBLG[. Any table that is opened must be
closed with a comment of the form 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW! and references to field names
must be followed by a semi-colon (;) or an opening acute (<).
Further control is available through loops, and conditionals (if’s and switches). For example the
following code:












64/WDEOHLQSXWBFDWDORJXH!
ORRS!
FDWDORJHQWU\!
FDWDORJXH!FDWDBVFKHPH[FDWDORJXH!
HQWU\!
ODQJVWULQJ!FDWDBHQWU\[ODQJVWULQJ!
HQWU\!
FDWDORJHQWU\!
ORRS!
64/WDEOHLQSXWBFDWDORJXH!

will cycle through Catalogue Scheme / entry pairs stored for that resource in the
input_catalogue table.
Comments in the template are used to explain what the if and switch blocks do.






































"[POYHUVLRQ HQFRGLQJ 87)"!
'2&7<3(UHFRUG6<67(0KWWSZZZLPVSURMHFWRUJ[PO,06B0(7$'$7$YSGWG!
8VHV0DVWHU'7'DW,06VLWH!
127(%DVHGRQ7KLVUHFRUGLVWKH;0/ELQGLQJRIWKH,06PHWDGDWD7KH,06PHWDGDWD
XVHVWKH,(((/76&/20Y!
7':DVRQ'RZQFDVHGHOHPHQWQDPHVWRORZHUFDVH!
3KLO%DUNHUDGGHG)$,/7(FRGLQJWRPDNHWKLVDWHPSODWH!
UHFRUG[POQV KWWSZZZLPVSURMHFWRUJPHWDGDWD!
7KH,06;0/ELQGLQJRI0HWDGDWD)$,/7(7HPSODWH!
&RS\ULJKW,06*OREDO/HDUQLQJ&RQVRUWLXP,QF!
PHWDPHWDGDWD!
64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW!
FDWDORJHQWU\!
FDWDORJXH!)$,/7(FDWDORJXH!
HQWU\!
ODQJVWULQJ!LQSXWBLG[ODQJVWULQJ!ODQJDWWULEXWHLVRSWLRQDO
'HIDXOWODQJXDJHRI/$1*675,1*LVSURYLGHGE\0(7$'$7$/$1*8$*(!
HQWU\!
FDWDORJHQWU\!
FRQWULEXWH!
UROH!ODQJXDJHRIHQSURYLGHGIRUFRQWUROOHGDQGVXJJHVWHGYRFDEXODULHV!
ODQJVWULQJODQJ HQ!FUHDWRUODQJVWULQJ!
UROH!
FHQWLW\!
YFDUG!
%(*,19&$5'
25*)$,/7(3URMHFW
85/KWWSIDLOWHDFXN
(1'9&$5'
YFDUG!
FHQWLW\!
GDWH!
GDWHWLPH!GDWHBHQWHU[GDWHWLPH!
GHVFULSWLRQ!
ODQJVWULQJ!ODQJVWULQJ!
GHVFULSWLRQ!
GDWH!
FRQWULEXWH!
PHWDGDWDVFKHPH!,(((/20PHWDGDWDVFKHPH!


ODQJXDJH!ODQJBPHWDGDWD[ODQJXDJH!
 PHWDPHWDGDWD!
 JHQHUDO!

WLWOH!

ODQJVWULQJ!WLWOH[ODQJVWULQJ!

WLWOH!

FDWDORJHQWU\!

FDWDORJXH!)$,/7(FDWDORJXH!

HQWU\!

ODQJVWULQJ!LQSXWBLG[ODQJVWULQJ!

HQWU\!

ODQJXDJH!ODQJXDJH[ODQJXDJH!

FDWDORJHQWU\!
 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW!
 64/WDEOHLQSXWBFDWDORJXH!
 ORRS!

FDWDORJHQWU\!

FDWDORJXH!FDWDBVFKHPH[FDWDORJXH!

HQWU\!

ODQJVWULQJ!FDWDBHQWU\[ODQJVWULQJ!

HQWU\!

FDWDORJHQWU\!
 ORRS!
 64/WDEOHLQSXWBFDWDORJXH!
 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW!

GHVFULSWLRQ!

ODQJVWULQJ!JHQBGHVFULS[ODQJVWULQJ!

GHVFULSWLRQ!

NH\ZRUGV!

ODQJVWULQJ!ODQJVWULQJ!

NH\ZRUGV!

FRYHUDJH!

ODQJVWULQJ!ODQJVWULQJ!

FRYHUDJH!

VWUXFWXUH!

ODQJVWULQJODQJ HQ!ODQJVWULQJ!

VWUXFWXUH!

DJJUHJDWLRQOHYHO!
 JHQHUDO!
 OLIHF\FOH!

YHUVLRQ!

ODQJVWULQJ!YHUVLRQ[ODQJVWULQJ!

YHUVLRQ!

VWDWXV!

ODQJVWULQJODQJ HQ!ODQJVWULQJ!

VWDWXV!
 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW!
 ORRS!

FRQWULEXWH!
 64/WDEOHLQSXWBFRQWDFWV!

UROH!

ODQJVWULQJODQJ HQ!FRQWDBW\SH[ODQJVWULQJ!

UROH!

FHQWLW\!6WXERIDY&DUGHQWU\ZLWK)RUPDWWHG1DPH )1 SURSHUW\!

LIDJHQWBW\SH[HTLQGLYLGXDO)1LVQDPH[25*LVHPSW\!

LIDJHQWBW\SH[QHTLQGLYLGXDO)1LVHPSW\25*LVQDPH[!

YFDUG!
 %(*,19&$5'
 LI!DJHQWBW\SH[ LQGLYLGXDO
 )1QDPH[WUXH!
 25*QDPH[IDOVH!
 LI!
 $'5DGGUHVV[GXPP\!
 =,3[GXPP\!
 FRXQWU\[GXPP\!
 7(/7<3( 92,&(SKRQH[GXPP\!
 7(/7<3( )$;ID[[GXPP\!
 (0$,/,17(51(7HPDLO[GXPP\!
 (1'9&$5'

YFDUG!

FHQWLW\!
 64/WDEOHLQSXWBFRQWDFWV!

 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW!

LIFRQWDBW\SH[HTSXEOLVKHUXVHGDWHBSXEOLVK[IRUGDWHWLPH!

LIFRQWDBW\SH[HTFUHDWRUXVHGDWHBPRGLI\[IRUGDWHWLPH!

LIFRQWDBW\SH[QHTSXEOLVKHU_FUHDWRUOHDYHGDWHWLPHHPSW\!

GDWH!

VZLWFK!FRQWDBW\SH[

GDWHWLPH!GDWHBSXEOLVK[GDWHWLPH!SXEOLVKHU!

GDWHWLPH!GDWHBPRGLI\[GDWHWLPH!FUHDWRU!

GDWHWLPH!GDWHWLPH!GHIDXOW!

VZLWFK!

GHVFULSWLRQ!

ODQJVWULQJ!ODQJVWULQJ!

GHVFULSWLRQ!

GDWH!
 64/WDEOHWEBLQSXW!

FRQWULEXWH!
 ORRS!
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